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Renshi Uses MindMeister And G Suite to
Improve Performance of Personnel And
Profitability for Their Clients’ Businesses
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Being able to get your ideas out, move them around and see
how they link together really streamlines the whole planning
process and is a huge a
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Visualizing the flow & logic of
content
Fleshing out ideas and
organizing thoughts
Providing clients with reference
points they can come back to
anytime
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Use Case #1: Content Production
“We use G Suite apps like Docs and Slides to create
marketing materials such as presentations, blog posts,
infographics and whitepapers,” explains Phil, “but instead of
going straight to these apps we start our process in a mind
map. MindMeister lets us flesh out ideas and organize our
thoughts visually. It’s a great way to see the logic and flow of
the content before we start the actual writing process.”

Use Case #2: Working With Clients
Mind maps are also an essential part of Renshi’s client work.
They have created a number of public mind maps which
they can share with clients directly, and are about to take it
one step further by embedding maps on their website for
everyone to access. “Our clients are able to use the mind
maps we provide them with as a reference or starting point
for their creative work long after our direct contact with them
has ended.”
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